Response characteristics of periodontal mechanoreceptors to mechanical stimulation of canine and incisor teeth in the cat.
The alveolar bone that overlies the labial aspect of the root of the right lower canine tooth was pared down until paper thin. Thirty-five periodontal mechanosensitive (PM) units sensitive to stimulation of the canine and incisor and to punctate stimulation through the thinned bone of the periodontal ligament of the canine were recorded from the inferior alveolar nerve rostral to the masseter muscle. The units showed a sustained and directionally selective response to pressure applied to the teeth. The optimal directions of stimulation for each tooth in the receptive field were parallel and oriented linguolabially. When the canine was stimulated mechanically in the optimal stimulus direction, the interspike intervals of the responses were relatively regular in most PM units (91%). The conditioning and test stimuli were applied to the adjacent canine and third incisor. The conditioning stimulus (0.10 N) was given to one of these teeth in the optimal stimulus direction. The test stimulus (0.02 N or 0.05 N) was applied to the adjacent tooth in the opposite direction in order to examine the effect of mechanical spreading of the conditioning stimulus on the adjacent tooth. In most PM units, the spike discharges evoked by the conditioning stimulus given to the incisor were stopped by the test stimulus given to the canine. When the given stimuli were reversed, the firings evoked by the conditioning stimulus were slightly depressed by the test stimulus. After removing the spot-like PM receptor site(s) in the paper-thin area of bone, all units but one did not respond to stimulation. These results provide evidence that neurones with multiple-tooth receptive fields and regular spike-interval responses recorded from the inferior alveolar nerve come from the mechanical spreading effect of the stimulation of one tooth on an adjacent tooth through the trans-septal fibre system and that neurones with irregular-interval responses are due to the ramification of PM fibres peripherally.